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 Course Syllabus
What you will learn in this course

Personal Fitness
Whether you’re a seasoned athlete or a fitness rookie, learning about your health will help you level up!
In this course, you will explore your health influences, try out a wide variety of activities, and apply
cutting-edge principles of nutrition, safety, and the body in motion to your fitness journey. You will also
design your own fitness program based on personal goals with expert guidance so you can put your
health plans into action! It’s time to take your personal fitness to the next level!

Unit 1: Fitness: Your Personal Journey
If you pay attention to media like TV, outdoor billboards, or social media platforms, you will see and hear
people promoting ways to exercise, eat well, and support physical fitness. Many different factors
influence our level of personal fitness, and there are various paths to achieving a healthy body. What
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does fitness look like to you? How can you get to where you want to be in the future? This unit will help
you take a look at your own fitness and how it can have a significant effect on your life.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Discuss the broad de�nition of personal �tness

2. Explore factors that in�uence your attitude about �tness

3. Describe detailed components of physical �tness

4. Explain what happens in your body during physical activity

Unit 1 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: What Is Personal Fitness? Lesson

Lesson 02: Shaping Personal Fitness Lesson

Lesson 03: Your Body: An Amazing Machine Lesson

Lesson 04: What's Going on in There? Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Cumulative Project 1: What Does My Fitness Journey Look Like? Submission

Activity: What Do I Want to Learn? Submission

Unit 1 Discussion 1  Discussion

Unit 1 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 1 Quiz  Multiple Choice

Unit 2: Your Fitness, Your Move
The word exercise means simply to use something. You can exercise your rights, your freedom, or your
mind. This unit is about helping you exercise your body to be strong and healthy. Physical exercise
includes a wide spectrum of activities, offered in a variety of formats and locations. Having so many
choices means you can create an ideal physical fitness program that incorporates your skills, personal
preferences, and goals. Let’s learn some effective—and fun—exercise options to help you get moving
for good health.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:
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1. Identify types and bene�ts of cardiovascular exercise activities

2. Describe strength training activities, including bene�ts and risks

3. Explain �exibility as a component of your �tness

4. Examine exercise activities that emphasize your coordination skills

Unit 2 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Have Some Heart Lesson

Lesson 02: Flex Your Muscles Lesson

Lesson 03: S–T–R–E–T–C–H Lesson

Lesson 04: Shake It Up Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Activity 1: How Do I Demonstrate Fitness Skills? Submission

Activity 2: What Activities Can I Participate in? Submission

Unit 2 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 2 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 2 Quiz Multiple Choice

Unit 3: What Do You Want to Accomplish?
Your fitness journey is most successful when you personalize your goals to match your unique needs.
Along the way you must consider your physical requirements and current levels of fitness as much as you
consider your own interests and motivators. This unit will guide you through steps to identify your goals
so that you can build a successful fitness plan customized just for you.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Explain the process and bene�ts of goal-setting for health

2. Describe methods of assessing your �tness levels to prepare for your goals

3. Apply the SMART process to set personal �tness goals

4. Discuss ways to remain focused on your goals
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Unit 3 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Why Have Goals? Lesson

Lesson 02: Where Does Your Journey Begin? Lesson

Lesson 03: Where Will Your Journey End? Lesson

Lesson 04: Set Yourself Up for Success Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Activity 1: Which Physical Fitness Activities Do I Want to Incorporate? Submission

Cumulative Project 2: What is My Fitness Goal? Submission

Activity 2: How Will I Meet My Goals? Submission

Unit 3 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 3 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 3 Quiz Multiple Choice

Unit 4: Ready to Go?
Yes, you are! By now you have considered various factors you need to create a personal fitness plan. You
have thought about what you enjoy and what motivates you. You have explored ways to assess your
current fitness levels so that you can recognize your own strengths and weaknesses. You should have a
clearly identified macro goal that you want to achieve, as well as ways to reward yourself throughout the
process. It is time to get on your way to your health goal by determining each step along the way.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Set your �tness macro goal and create a concrete outline for achievement

2. Develop detailed micro goals to guide you through your plan

3. Identify ways to manage setbacks when they arise in your �tness program

4. Evaluate professional resources to help you reach �tness-related goals
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Unit 4 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Let’s Make a Plan! Lesson

Lesson 02: It’s All in the Details Lesson

Lesson 03: Are You Prepared for Setbacks? Lesson

Lesson 04: Do I Need a Coach? Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Cumulative Project 3: What is My Fitness Plan? Submission

Activity 1: How Will I Apply Physiological and Biomechanical Principles? Submission

Activity 2: What Have I Learned So Far? Submission

Unit 4 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 4 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 4 Quiz Multiple Choice

Midterm Exam
1. Review information acquired and mastered from this course up to this point.

2. Take a course exam based on material from the �rst half of the course (Note: You will be able to open
this exam only one time.)

Midterm Exam Assignments

Assignment Type

Midterm Exam Multiple Choice

Midterm Discussion Discussion

Unit 5: Fuel Up!
If you could have any sports car, what would it be? How would you take care of that car if you owned it?
You would not pour vinegar into the gas tank and expect it to perform well on the road. Proper fuel is
necessary for successful performance. Your body is like a sports car. All of your biological systems and
organs need the right kind of fuel in order to function and perform the daily tasks you ask of them, from
making your bed to competing in a track and field meet. If you challenge your body with physical fitness
goals, your fuel becomes especially important for providing energy to support your exercise goals. This
means that a healthy, balanced diet is an important part of your personal fitness plan.
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What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Discuss why proper nutrition is vital to your physical �tness

2. Identify speci�c nutrients and foods that bene�t your health

3. Explain what to seek and avoid in commercial nutrition products and programs

4. Research outside resources that can provide help with your nutrition plan

Unit 5 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: What Are Your Fuel Needs? Lesson

Lesson 02: To Have or Have Not Lesson

Lesson 03: Consumers Beware Lesson

Lesson 04: Outside Help (For What Goes In) Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Cumulative Project 4: What About Nutrition? Submission

Cumulative Project 5: How is my Progress? Submission

Unit 5 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 5 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 5 Quiz Multiple Choice

Unit 6: You’re In Charge
Do you want to be healthy and fit? If so, it will be your responsibility to develop and keep habits that
promote a fit and healthy lifestyle today and throughout your lifetime. Each choice you make about
exercise, rest, nutrition, stress management, and all aspects of physical and social-emotional well-
being will affect the outcomes of your fitness goals. Your personal habits can help you feel better or
worse, depending on what you choose to do or avoid on a daily basis. By now you should have a plan for
exercising and fueling your body with good nutrition. Let’s learn how positive habits and choices can
make your personal goals easier to reach.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Explore habits and behaviors that contribute positively to your health

2. Describe unhealthy practices to avoid
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3. Develop tools and strategies to manage your stress

4. Examine ways to improve and sustain your mental and emotional health

Unit 6 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Habits for Better Health Lesson

Lesson 02: Avoiding Poor Health Pitfalls Lesson

Lesson 03: Stress: What’s in Your Toolbox? Lesson

Lesson 04: Beyond Your Physical Health Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Cumulative Project 6: How Can I Focus on Health? Submission

Activity: What are the Health Bene�ts of Clowning Around? Submission

Unit 6 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 6 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 6 Quiz Multiple Choice

Unit 7: The Bene�ts of Teamwork
Organized sports are not just for children. Nor do you need to be a professional athlete to play sports as
an adult. People of all ages can find a local team or entire leagues organized around just about any game
or physical activity, from traditional sports like soccer, swimming, and softball to newer trends like
Spikeball. Many possible choices for team-based sports exist if you want to incorporate these types of
group activities into your personal training plan.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Examine �tness and other bene�ts of joining a sports team

2. Explore options for sports teams available to you

3. Identify lesser-known sports in the US and globally

4. Discuss tactics for successful coaching and team development
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Unit 7 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Why Join a Team? Lesson

Lesson 02: Something for Everyone Lesson

Lesson 03: But What About These? Lesson

Lesson 04: How to Train a Team Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Activity 1: What’s the Next New Sport? Submission

Activity 2: How is My New Sport? Submission

Activity 3: How Do Sports Bene�t the Body and Mind? Submission

Unit 7 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 7 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 7 Quiz Multiple Choice

Unit 8: You Can Be Fit for Life
You now have the tools for a fit and healthy life, and you have designed a plan to promote your own
health habits. Congratulations on this important step! Following your self-designed fitness plan can
help you maintain good physical, mental, and social-emotional health for many years. Changing bones,
muscles, organs, and hormones—as well as changing life events and schedules—might require you to
shift certain aspects of your fitness plan as you get older. Let’s prepare you to care for your changing
body and its needs throughout each of life’s stages.

What will you learn in this unit?
After studying this unit, you will be able to:

1. Describe current expectations for your �tness practices in young adulthood

2. Discuss family and career-related factors that might a�ect personal �tness

3. Examine how changes in your body might require adjustments to your health and �tness routines

4. Evaluate ways to remain �t into older adulthood
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Unit 8 Assignments

Assignment Type

Lesson 01: Welcome to Your Future Self Lesson

Lesson 02: Into Adulthood Lesson

Lesson 03: Changes in Middle Age Lesson

Lesson 04: Rocking Old Age Lesson

Critical Thinking Questions Submission

Activity 1: How Can I Use Available Technology for Fitness? Submission

Final Cumulative Project: What Modi�cations Should I Make to my Fitness Plan? Submission

Activity 2: What Did I Get from This Course? Submission

Unit 8 Discussion 1 Discussion

Unit 8 Discussion 2 Discussion

Unit 8 Quiz Multiple Choice

Final Exam
1. Review information acquired and mastered from this course up to this point.

2. Take a course exam based on material from the second half of the course (Note: You will be able to
open this exam only one time.)

Final Exam Assignments

Assignment Type

Final Exam Multiple Choice

Final Discussion Discussion
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